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This thesis describes a set of comm~ds that provide users of the VM/ CMS operati~g system 
' j 
the ability to easily organize their disk files. Although native VM/CMS commands provide basic 
file manipulation capabilities, they are archaic and difficult to use by today's standards. 
This thesis describes the VM file system and~ts deficiencies. A possible solution to these 
deficiencies is described and then implemented in a high-level language. This implementation 
consists of a set of commands that resemble in functionality their UNIXt namesakes. One of 
these commands is then examined in detail. The reaction of the user community to these 
commands is then described. 
, . 
• 
. 
t UN1X is a trademark or AT&T Bell Laboratories 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The VM/CMS operating system was initially called the Control Program-40/Cambridge 
· Monitor System{CP-40/CMS). Its development began at the IBM Cambridge Scientific Center in 
1964. It consisted of two distinct parts, as it still does: the control program or operating system 
function, and the interactive system. Today the functions are called Virtual Machine (VM) and 
Conversational Monitor System {CMS). VM has become a popular system and can run on 
machines as small as the IBM PC and as large as the largest IBM mainframe. 
VM/CMS is a program that controls "virtual machines." A virtual machine is the functional 
equivalent of a real computer. It consists of a CPU, disks, memory and a terminal. The VM 
portion of this program controls the resources of the real machine. CMS is the part that is· 
. 
·available to the general user and provides typical time-sharing services such as file management, 
program development,. and word-processing. 
This thesis examines the user's interaction with the file system for CMS. Although VM/CMS 
is now a "mainline" operating system for IBM, its file system mechanism is archaic. In addition, 
' 
users trained in contemporary operating systems such as MS/DOS and UNIX find VM/CMS to 
be limited in functionality and hard to use. -
In the following chapter, we will examine how the VM/CMS file system. works from the 
user's viewpoint. The goal of this thesis project was to develop a higher-level interface to 
VM:/CMS that would emulate some of the features of modern day operating systems. In 
. 
particular, the VM users desired the ability to organize their data into different directories. If a 
user was working on two projects, then it would be desirable to have two directories, one (or 
each project. VM does not lend itself to this type of organization. Since many of the VM users 
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were familiar with UNIX, it was decided to e~ulate the type of file system supported by UNIX . 
• 
The UNIX file system groups files into directories, so files in different directories can have 
the same name without any conflict. Each user has a personal or home directory that contains 
only that user's files. When a user logs in, they are in their home directory which can contain 
other directories as well as ordinary files. 
This structure can be viewed as a tree of directories· and files. A user can move around 
within this tree, ai;ijl a file can be found by starting at the root of the tree and moving along the 
' 
proper branches. Figure 1 shows an example of a typical UNIX system tree structure. In this 
tree, we see for example, that the directory for user paul is located under the "/" or root 
directory. 
.. 
a lex paul bill 
prolj proj2 
bin src bin src 
Figure 1. , Typical UNIX Tree Structure 
This tree structure also shows the user paul can put data into two directories, proj1 and 
proje. There are additional directories within each of these, one for source (arc) and one for 
executable code (bin). Thus, in a UNIX system; a user can organize data into different 
. ' 
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directories. Also, the UNIX file system allows a hierarchical structure. 
The initial goal of this thesis was to emulate both in syntax and functionality the UNIX file 
system commands. During the design phase, it became apparent that designing a system to 
achieve a hierarchical tree structure would be beyond the scope of this project in terms of time 
required to implement it. Ninety-five percent of the users were happy just to have a simple flat 
tree structure. Pleasing the remaining 5% would have required a significant amount of 
additional code that could· not have been implemented in a reasonable amount of time. 
Since the UNIX commands would not be duplicated in functionality, it was decided not to 
emulate the syntax of the commands. Instead, the UNIX-like commands follow the VM/CMS file 
• • naming conventions. 
In summary, the goal of this research project was to provide a set of commands that had 
UNIX names, but implemented a flat tree structure, and used the VM file naming conventions. 
Thus, the goal of the project was to implement a file system structure similar to Figure 2. 
Notice that it is a flat structure; however files can still be stored in different directories. 
paul(home) projl.src projl.bin proj2.src proj2.bin 
Figure 2. Tree Structure Desired by Project 
Other goals of this project were: 
• to require no operating system changes to VM/CMS. • 
, I 
• to ~omplete the project in a reasonable amount of time {three months}: 
' 
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• to design easy to use commands and to allow sharing of files among users. 
• 
l 
In the remaining chapters, the weaknesses of the VM/CMS file system will be described. T~e 
implementation language that was chosen will be described and the reasons why it was chosen 
will be discussed. A brief description of the commands that were implemented will be given. 
The execution of a command will be traced in detail. This will give a flavor of how the system 
works. Finally., the reaction of the user community will be discussed. ' 
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Chapter Two 
THE VM/CMS Fll,E SYSTEM 
.,..,, 
To understand the . VM/CMS file system, it is necessary to explain the different 
.. 
environments when using VM/CMS. When you login to VM, the terminal is in the CP (control 
program) environment. In this environment only cp[II commands can be issued. CP commands 
are used to define the characteristics of your terminal session. Each terminal session actually 
constitutes a virtual machine. This virtual machine has disks, a CPU, memory, and a terminal. 
For example, a CP command can be used to define the memory size of the virtual machine. 
Most users do not just remain in the CP environment. Instead, they enter the CMS[21 
environment by issing the command: 
lpl ems 
This command causes the CMS time-sharing system to be booted into the virtual machine. Now 
CMS commands can be executed by the virtual machine. 
While in the CMS environment, CMS commands and CP commands can be issued. A major 
stumbling block when using the VM file system is the fact that there are two command 
environments. Both of these environments must be understood before one can manage the file 
system properly. Now we will examine how these two environments work hand in hand. 
A physical disk in VM can be divided into many small areas, called minidisks. Minidisks, 
often called virtual disks, are defined in the directory entry for each user, as extents on real 
disks. An extent is a continuous space on a disk drive. Figure 3 shows an example of a physical 
disk, USROOl, divided into several minidisks. • 
The directory entry t for your userid defines the characteristics of your virtual machine when 
. . 
- 6 -
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USROOl disk 
PAUL 191 
BILL 194 
Figure 3. Minidisk Structure on a Physical Disk 
you log on. For example, the directory will define the amount of memory for your session, the 
priority your session will run at, and the definition of your disk storage. All minidisks are 
defined in the directory. Each minidisk has associated with it an access mode specifying whether 
read and write access is allowed on the disk or only read access. An example of a direc,tory entry 
specifying several minidisks is shown below: 
MDISK 190 
MDISK 19E 
MDISK 191 
3380' 000 
3380 223 
3380 025 
050 CMS190 R RREAD WWRITE 
020 CMS19E R RREAD WWRITE 
100 USR001 W 23ASA IOIOO 
·' 
The first two fields define a minidisk and the address of ,the device. All devices for a virtual 
machine must have an address associated with them. Virtual address6 (sh~wn above as 190, 
t A VM/CMS director11 entr11 is not to be confused with a UNIX director11. The CP directory is a file that contains an 
entry Cor each authorized user. IC a user does not have ~n entry in. this direct~ry, they. c_annot lo~on. The. directory 
entry contains the user's userid and password, along with other virtual machine defin1t1ons. A directory 1s a UNIX 
file structure that can contains files and other directories. 
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19E, and 191), are the names by which the user and VM identify the disk. 
The third field specifies the device type of the minidisk. The fourth and fifth fields define 
where the minidisk begins on the physical disk and how long the extent is. 
The sixth field is the label ,of the real disk on which the minidisk is defined and the seventh 
" field is a letter specifying the read/write mode of the disk; "R" indicates the disk is a read-only 
disk, and "W" indicates that the user has read/write privileges. 
The seventh field defines the read password; the eighth field defines the write password. 
Passwords are discussed below. 
Using the example above, we see that minidisk 191 begins at location 25 on physical disk 
USROOl and extends for 100 blocks. The user can read and write to this disk. The read 
password is "23ASA" and the write password is "10100." 
Before a minidisk can be used, it must be formatted. (This is generally done by a system 
administrator). He{e is an example command to format the 191 disk: 
format 191 a 
The FORMAT command configures the minidisk so that it can be used by CMS for file storage. 
H the format is not done, then CMS cannot use the minidisk to store files. 
The minidisks that are defined in the directory are known as permanent minidisks. Every 
time a user signs on, the disks are available. We will now examine a different kind of minidisk 
that is known as a temporary minidisk. 
Only one user can own a minidisk. Two minidisks cannot be located at the same location on 
a physical disk. Thus, there must be a mechanism that allows users to share data. In VM 
terminology, this is done, on a temporary basis, by linking. 
" 
I. 
• 
' 
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Another user's minidisk can be temporarily added to your virtual machine by using the CP 
LINK command.f For example, if a program needs to access data that resides on a disk defined 
• 
in the directory for userid BILL as 194, the following command would be issued: 
cp link to bill 194 as 198 r pass=go 
This command adds userid BILL's 194 disk to the virtual machine at virtual address 198. (All 
addresss- in a virtual machine must be unique). 
The "R" in the command line indicates the access mode; in this case, it tells CP that you 
only want to read files from this disk. No writing will be allowed. There are several modes ·that 
can be used. Another mode is "W" that indicates read and write access on the disk. However, 
you must know the write password for that minidisk. Each minidisk has a read and write 
password associated with it. This password is defined in the directory entry and can be 
changed by the user. 
The LINK command is a CP command used to add minidisks to your virtual machine 
configuration. CMS must also know about these minidisks, and required the ACCESS command 
. 
to establish a filemode letter to uniquely identify each minidisk. 
CMS uses filemode letters to manage files during a terminal session. The ACCESS command 
controls: 
• whether you can write on a disk or only read from it. 
' 
• the library search order for programs executing in your virtual machine. 
t It has been stated that there are two classes or commands: CP and CMS. CP commands (executed by VM) can be 
issued rrom the CMS environment by prefixing the command with the string "cp." CMS will pass the commands to 
the OP command processor. 
\ 
• 
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• which disks are to contain any new files created. 
He~te is a.n example of an ACCESS command to establish the 194 minidisk at /ilemode b: 
I 
access 19"4 b 
You can determine which disks CMS knows about by issing the command: 
The following might be displayed: 
-
PLC191 
BIL194 
CMS190 
query search 
191 
198 
190 
A 
B 
s 
R/W 
R/0 
R/0 
.. 
The first column indicates t~e label on the minidisk_ (assigned when the minidisk is formatted), 
and the second column shows the virtual address assigned to it. The third column contains the 
-
filemode letter. All letters of the alphabet are valid filemode letters. The fourth column 
• 
indicates the read/write status of the minidisk. The 191 minidisk is a read and write minidisk, 
.. 
whereas the 198 and 190 minidisks can only be read. 
When a linked or temporarily accessed minidisk is no longer needed it can be released. To · 
release a disk, use the CMS RELEASE command. Shown below is an example of releasing the B 
disk: 
release b 
When you want to assign a currently active filemode letter to another minidisk, issue the 
ACCESS command to assign that filemode to another minidisk. It is not necessary to release an 
accessed minidisk before accessing another minidisk with the same filemode. However, CMS will 
- 10 -
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not be able to access the older minidisk. 
J 
When you no longer need minidisks attached to your virtual machine, you can use_ the CP 
DETACH command to disconnect them. For example: 
cp detach 19"4 
detaches the 194 minidisk from your virtual machine. You can release and detach a minidisk at 
the same time by using the DET option on the release command. This example releases the B 
minidisk from CMS, then detaches it from the virtual machine: 
' ; 
release b (det 
When you logoff, all linked minidisks are released and detached automatically. 
The following is a summary of the minidisk concept. Permanent minidisks are defined in 
your directory. Temporary minidisks for sharing are attached to your virtual machine by CP 
commands. CMS commands only recognize the minidisk by using the filemode. The ACCESS 
command bridges between VM and CMS . 
When a file is created in CMS, it is named by using a file identifier. The file identifier 
consists of three fields: 
• · filename {lh) 
• flletype {It) 
.. 
• file mode (rm) 
When using CMS commands~ programs to modify, update, or reference files, these fields 
", 
~ .. 
. :r--. .. 
\ 
must be used to identify the file. Some'·CMs commands require you to enter only the filename, 
. ' 
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or the filename and filetype; others require you to also enter the file~ode field. 
The filename and filetype can each be from one to eight characters. Valid characters are 
letters and digits. 
The third field, filemode, indicates the mode letter (A-Z) currently assigned to the minidisk. 
When reading a file, the file is read from the minidisk associated with the filemode. When 
writing a file, the file is written on the minidisk associated with the file mode. 
The actual letter assigned to a minidisk is arbitrary; but it does determine the CMS search 
order, which is the order in which CMS searches your minidisks when it is looking for a file. The 
order of search (when all disks are being searched) is alphabetical: A through Z. If there are 
duplicate file identifiers (filename and filetype) on different minidisks, then the disk search 
order should be checked before issuing commands against that file identified to be sure the 
correct file is accessed. Here is an example of a search order: 
The following might be displayed: 
PLC191 
BIL194 
CMS190 
query search 
191 
198 
190 
A 
B 
s 
R/W 
R/0 
R/0 
As a general policy, if a CMS command does not require the filemode, then the A filemode is 
used by default. Also, when CMS is brought up in the virtual machine, the minidisk at address 
191 is automatically accessed as the A minidisk. 
Using the search order shown above, if there is a file called "X DATA" on the A minidisk 
and the B minidisk, then to edit the copy on the B minidisk the.command: 
0 
- 12 -
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• 
edit x data b . . 
must be issued. The "b" indicates the B minidisk. To edit the version on the A minidisk, this 
command could be used: 
edit x data 
No file mode needs to be specified because the def a ult file mode is A. 
' 
Some CMS commands that manipulate files allow you to enter the filename and/or filetype 
fields as an asterisk (*), indicating that all files of the specified filename/filetype are to be 
modified (i.e. wildcards). For example, the command: 
• 
erase * test a 
erases a files with a filetype of TEST from the A minidisk. Most CMS commands· allow an 
'> 
asterisk to be specified in the various fields. However, some commands, such as the ERASE 
command, are restrictive in their use of the asterisk. A goal of this project was to free up some 
of the constraints on the use of the asterisk. 
One further item about CMS files and minidisks needs to be discussed. Each CMS minidisk 
has a master file directory that contains entries for each of the CMS files on the disk. When the 
ACCESS command is issued, information from the master file is brought into virtual memory. 
. 
. . 
,• 
If there is read/write access to a disk, then each time a file is written onto the minidisk, the ' 
master file directory is updated to reflect the current status of the minidisk. If there is read-only 
access to a minidisk, then the mas.ter file directory cannot be updated. If there is read-only 
access to a minidisk while another user is writing files onto it, the ACCESS command will need 
to be reissued periodically for the minidisk to obtain a fresh copy of the master file directory. 
I 
'thus, if two users have write access to the same minidisk, the master file directory can become 
- 13 -
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hopelessly corrupted if both users begin writing files to the minidisk. This occurs because each 
user has their own separate copy of the master file directory in virtual memory. There is no 
communication between the two users' virtual memory directories. 
This chapter has given a brie'r overview of the VM/CMS file system and its commands, and 
lay, the groundwork for the remainder of the paper. In this chapter I we have discussed the 
concept of minidisks and how they are defined and accessed with CP and .CMS commands. We 
haYe also reviewed how CMS files are named. The concept of the search order has been 
discussed along with the management of the master file directory. 
In the following chapters, we will discuss how this file system can be modified to present to 
the user a file system that more closely resembles the UNIX file system. 
Before we can discuss a UNIX-like file system, we must examine a special program product 
developed by IBM. This is discussed in the next chapter. 
\. 
• 
' 
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Chapter Three 
THE Fll,E STORAGE F ACil,ITY 
The previous chapter described how minidisks are defined. Permanent minidisks are defined 
in the directory entry. Since only the system administrator can modify the directory entry, 
permanent minidisks have some serious deficiencies that include: 
• A user cannot add more minidisks. The administrator must add the minidisk statements to the 
directory for the user. Thus a user needing more disk space is at the mercy of the system 
administrator. 
• A user cannot enlarge a minidisk. All minidisk space must be contiguous. Thus to enlarge a 
minidisk requires copying the data to a larger minidisk, then deleting the old one. 
To to solve some of these problems, IBM developed a program called FSF (File Storage 
Facility)l31. FSF is a system that manages a pool of pre-formatted minidisks that can be 
temporarily used by users. Once the system administrator sets up the disk pool, a user can use 
these disks without a need for the administrator intervening. • 
Suppose a user is working when no system administrators are available and the user needs 
more disk space. Without FSF, a user would have to wait until an administrator could add the 
minidisk statement to the directory entry. With FSF, the user simply issues some commands·to 
- - -·- .. 
borrow a minidisk for a period of time. When the user is done with the minidisk, it can be , 
' 
returned' with a simple command. 
The FSF system requires a userid to be established that will have a directory entry 
containing minidisk statements. These minidisks are called the minidisk pool. Minidisks in this 
pool are the ones available for use by other users. For example, suppose the FSF userid is 
' 
- 15 -
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FSFMACH. The directory entry for FSFMACH might contain the minidisk statements: 
MDISK 495 3380 000 
MDISK 496 3380 000 
MDISK 497 3380 000 
MDISK 498 3380 223 
MDISK 499 3380 025 
050 USR005 W RREAD WWRITE 
050 USR004 W RREAD WWRITE 
050 USR002 W RREAD WWRITE 
020 USR003 W RREAD WWRITE 
100 USR001 W RREAD WWRITE 
These statements show that five minidisks can be loaned out to other users. We will now 
. 
examine how this process works by reviewing the basic FSF commands. .,_ 
1. The BORROW command is used to request the loan of a minidisk for a period of time. 
HeFe is a command to request a minidisk called test with a size of 2000 kilobytes for 30 
days: 
fsf tdlsk borrow test 2000 time 1440 
Notice that the time parameter is specified in hours. FSF references minidisks by a na:e. 
When this command is executed, FSF selects a minidisk for the size specified, and creates 
an entry in the catalog for a minidisk called teat. Future FSF commands will always 
reference the minidisk with the name teat. For this example, let's suppose FSF selected 
minidisk 498 to be used as minidisk teat. 
2. The USE command links and accesses a minidisk that has been borrowed. For example, 
' 
the command: 
• 
fsf td is k use test 333 t 
links the test minidisk at filemode t. What this particular FSF command has done · 
internally is issue the following commands: 
• < 
- 16 -
cp llnk fsfmach 498 333 w wwrlte 
ICC 333 t 
' 
I 
. I 
' ' 
Notice with the LINK command that FSF found the definition of the teat mini disk to 
be its own 498 disk. The USE command causes a LINK command to FSFMACH's 498 
minidisk to be issu~d. The user issuing the USE command will have the minidisk attached 
to their virtual machine as 333 since that was the address specified in the USE command . 
• 
Notice that the mode is write. This allows the user to write on the minidisk. 
AB we have learned, the LINK command is just the CP part of using a minidisk. CMS 
must know about the minidisk, so an ACCESS command is issued. The ACCESS 
establishes the minidisk 333 at filemode t since that. was the mode specified in the USE 
command. The minidisk can now be used by the user. 
3. The QUERY command displays information about borrowed minidisks. For example the 
command: 
fsf tdlsk query 
might display the following information for the teat minidisk: 
-
DISK NAME: TEST 
LOANED: 09/22/86 12: 56 UNTIL 10/22/86 ·12: 56, KBYTES: 2000 
This displays shows when the minidisk was borrowed and when it will be expired. 
4. The RETURN command returns a minidisk to FSF prior to its expiration date. To 
return the teat minidisk, the command: 
_;, ... 
.. ' 
" 
' { . 
- --·· ..... ,_, . "':,'" ' 
' - - " 
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rsr tdlsk return test 
could be used. 
• 
5. The EXTEND command is used to extend the expiration date of a minidisk. If we want 
the test minidisk to be extended 30 days beyond its current expiration date, the following 
command would be used: 
rsr tdlsk extend test time 1440 
FSF automatically expires minidisks (i.e. returns them to the pool) without warning to the 
user. 
To summarize, the File Storage Facility provides a mechanism for users to manage 
their disk space without intervention by system administrators.t In a sense, FSF allows a 
user to organize their data. If a user is working on a software project for example, the 
source code could be kept in one minidisk, say proj.src, and the object code in another 
• 
minidisk called proj. obj. 
We have now covered the fundamental building blocks for this project. These blocks 
are the native CP and CMS file commands and FSF. In the next chapter, we will discuss 
how all this can be combined into something that begins to resemble the UNIX file system. 
t This is not totally true. Administrators do control the minidisk resources by creating the directory entry for the · 
FSF userid that contains the minidisk statements. Once this is done, the system administrator simply has to 
monitor the system to make sure enough minidisks are available in the pool for borrowing. 
• 
• 
i, 
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Chapter Four 
~USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE TO VM/CMS 
In the previous chapters, we have examined the fundamentals of how- the VM/CMS file 
system is constructed. We also examined the File Storage Facility. We will now look at why the 
VM/CMS file system is cumbersome to use compared to UNIX. This is easily demonstrated by 
comparing a set of UNIX commandsl4] to their VM counterparts. 
Figure 4 shows a set of UNIX commands on the left and the VM commands required to 
perform the same function on the right. The UNIX script assumes you are in the home 
directory, in this case /pa"'· This is the ,default location when you first login. On VM, after 
CMS is started, the default minidisk, the A filemode minidisk, is always the 191 minidisk. We 
will now compare each command. 
UNIX command # 1 (ls) specifies that all files beginning with the string tes in the current 
' 
directory are to be listed. Two files are displayed. The VM command (1) has the same format . 
Command # 2 (mkdir) specifies that two sub-directories are to be created under the default 
directory. The names of these directories are project and newproject. The equivalent function in 
VM is to allocate two minidisks, so FSF is used to do this. The FSF TDISK BORROW 
command is issued once for each minidisk with the names of project and newproject. There are 
no options with the mkdir command, only the subdirectory name. With the BORROW 
command, notice that a size (1000 kilobytes) for the minidisk, and a retention period (30 days= 
1440 hours) must be specified. 
The mv command, # 3, specifies that file test./ in the current directory is to be moved to the 
file project. Since project is a directory, the file is moved to that directory. A powerful, but 
simple command to issue. In VM, this is cumbersome to do, requiring that a file on one minidisk 
; 
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UNIX Commands 
1. Is tes* 
test.f 
testfile .data 
2. mkdir project newproject 
3. mv test. f project 
4. cd project 
5. pwd 
/paul/project 
6. mv test.f test.sv 
7. cd 
8. cp project/* newproject 
VM/CMS Commands 
1. I tes* 
TEST F 
TESTFILE DATA • 
' 
. 
2. fsf tdlsk borrow project 1000 (tlm 1440 
fsf tdisk borrow newproject 1000 (tim 1440 
3. fsf tdisk use project 333 g 
copy test f a = = g 
erase test f a 
rel g (det 
4. fsf tdi use project 333 a 
5. q disk a 
LABEL CUU M STAT CYL TYPE BLKSIZE 
FSF 498 333 A R/W 20 3380 4096 
6. copy test f a = sv = 
erase test f 
?· rel a (det 
access 191 a 
8. fsf tdisk use project 333 g 
fsf tdisk use newproject 345 h 
copy * * g = = h (rep 
rel g (det 
rel h (det 
Figure 4. Comparison of UNIX and VM/CMS Commands 
be moved to another minidisk. First, the FSF TDISK USE command is issued for the proiect 
minidisk. The command specifies that the minidisk should be accessed at the g filemode. Then 
the VM copy command is issued to copy file test f from the a minidisk to the g minidisk. The 
UNIX mv command renames the file. This action is simulated in VM by deleting the source file 
with the VM ERASE command. Then, the g minidisk is released from CMS and detached from 
the virtual machine. 
The cd command, # 4, is used to make another directory the default directory. In this case, 
- 20 - · 
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subdirectory pro;'ect is made the default directory. This is simulated in VM by accessing the 
FSF minidisk pro;'ect at the a filemode. 
• 
Command # 5, pwd, displays the name of the current d_efault directory, in this case project. 
There is no exact equivalent in VM. The closest command is the Q DISK command. However, 
from the output displayed, one can see that it does not return the name of the minidisk. It 
returns the filemode of the minidisk, which is a, and the virtual address which is 333 because 
that was the address requested by the previous command. It also displays the size of the 
minidisk. FSF does not provide a command to display the name of a minidisk once it has been 
accessed. 
Another variation of the mv command is shown in # 6. This command renames file teat./ to 
test.av. t In VM, them~· is simulated by doing a COPY command, then erasing the source file. 
In # 7, the cd co~mand without a directory name specified causes the home directory to 
C 
pecome the def a ult directory. In VM, the RELEASE command is issued to detach whatever 
minidisk was at filemode a, then the 191 minidisk is accessed at filemode a. We are now in the 
same default directory as the initial login state. 
The last command, cp, specifies that all files in the project directory are to be copied to the 
newproiect directory. In UNIX, this is accomplished with one command, in VM many. First, 
' both the pro;'ect and the newproject minidisks must be accessed. This is done with the FSF 
I 
TDISK USE command. These minidisks are accessed ·at the g and h filemodes. Then the COPY 
q 
command is used to copy all files from the g minidisk to the h minidisk. Finally, both minidisks 
are released and detached. 
t The mv command distinguishes between a rename command and a move of a file to another directory by the 
characteristics of the target file. If the target file is a directory, it moves the file to that directory. Otherwise, a 
rename is performed. 
I 
•,·!· 
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What this script has shown is that what took eight commands in UNIX required 18 
commands in VM. Also, it requires just one UNIX command to perform a task, whereas it VM 
several commands may have to be issued to accomplish the same task. Thus, I will restate the 
> 
goal of this research project again, in somewhat different words: 
Develop a set of VM commands that provide the same functionality 
as their UNIX counterparts, as nearly as possible. One VM command 
should do the same function as one UNIX command. 
Figure 4 has shown that it will be possible to achieve the goal. It is a matter of one VM 
command issuing internally several more native VM commands. Figure 5 shows the result of 
this research project. 
UNIX Commands 
1. Is tes* 
test.f 
tes tfile .data 
1. Is tes* 
TEST F 
TESTFILE DATA 
UNIX-like VM Commands 
2. mkdlr project newproject 2. mkdir project 
mkdir newproject 
3. mv test.f project 
4. cd project 
5. pwd 
/paul/project 
6. mv test. f test.sv 
7. cd 
3. mv test f project 
4. cd project 
5. pwd 
DISK NAME: TEST 
LOANED: 09/22/86 12:56 UNTIL 10/22/86 12:56 KBYTES: 2000 
6. mv test f. = sv 
7. Cd 
8. cp project/* newproject 8. cd project 
cpy * * newproject 
cd 
Figure 5. Comparison of UNIX and UNIX-like VM Commands 
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It is apparent that the new UNIX-like commands simplify file management. Notice that in 
most cases the UNIX command is emulated by one VM command. _There are exceptions: the 
MKDffi command requires more information than its UNIX counterpart because it has to 
... 
borrow a FSF minidisk. Thus, the MKDffi command prompts the user for information such as 
the size of minidisk, and the length of the retention period. The UNIX-like 'MKDffi command 
only allows one minidisk to be created. 
The CPY command was implemented in a way that requires the user to make the source . ·· 
disk the default disk first, then copy the files. t You will also notice that the syntax of VM has 
. . 
been ret~ined in the new commands. The VM: commands still require a filename and filetype. It 
was decided to implement the commands this way so as not to confuse the user when switching 
between the native VM commands and the new UNIX-like commands. 
It would be easy to conclude from the comparison of the two figures that implementing the 
cd command, for example, was just a matter of issuing a FSF TDI USE command for the user. 
\ . 
However, we will see in the next several chapters that this is not true. The addition of error 
checking and other features added hundreds of lines of code. 
,.,..;;: ___ _ 
In the next chapter, we will examine briefly the implementation language for this project and 
why it was chosen. 
' 
t This was a shortcut to save coding time in order to complete all of the commands. 
I 
• 
•.1 . 
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Chapter Five 
IMPLEMENTATION LANGUAGE: REXX 
The next decisi~n was to choose a language for implementing the UNIX-like commands. The 
following languages were available on the VM/CMS system where this project was implemented: 
1. IBM 370 assembly language 
2. FORTRAN 
3. C 
4. REXX 
REXX (Restructed Extended Executor)[61 is a language similar to PL/I. One of the key 
differences between a REXX program and a PL/I program is that a REXX program is 
interpreted. t However, other development projects in RE:XX have shown that the speed of 
interpretation is fast enough for reasonable sized applications. REXX was chosen as the 
implementation language for the following reasons: 
• 
' 
Availability: REXX is standard on all VM/CMS systems. The FORTRAN 
and C compilers are non-standard. 
Language functionality: REXX contains many powerful functions that are not 
available in the other languages. REXX is excellent with 
string handling, whereas the other languages are weak in 
this area. 
I 
t However, IBM is under heavy pressure from user groups to develop a compiler. 
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Debugging: 
• 
RE:XX contains a powerful debugging aid which will be 
shown later in this chapter. 
Development time: Development of the code for this project was much faster 
because there was no need to compile and link edit every 
time the code was changed because REXX is an interpreter. 
Maintainability: Since REXX is standard on all VM/CMS systems, most 
users are familiar with it. Therefore other users can 
maintain the code in the future. 
Figure 6 shows an example of a simple REXX program: 
HALF EXEC 
./* This routine returns half of a "number". H "number" 
is not even, the number is rounded up. That is, 
integer division by 2 is performed and, if there is a 
remainder, it is added to the result. 
The value of HALF 6 is 3 
The value of HALF 7 is 4 
H "number" is not an integer (called a whole number), 
an error message is displayed. 
*/ 
tracer 
arg numb~r 
if datatype{number,whole) then say number% 2 
else say "Number is not an integer" 
Figure 8. Sample REXX Program 
The trace command turns on debuggilg. The arg command causes the arguments passed to 
the HALF program to be assigned to the variable number. The datatype function tests the 
variable number to see if it is an integer. If that is true, then the program displays on the 
terminal, through the say command, the result of adding the integer result of the division to 
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the remainder. If number is not an integer, then an error message is displayed. 
· The filetype of a REXX program is always EXEC. A REXX program is executed by typing 
the filename of the file identifier. Thus, to execute the HALF EXEC with the number 7 as 
input, the command: 
half 7 
would be typed. Figure 7 shows the output displayed at the terminal, along with the debugging 
inf or mat ion. 
• 
half 7 
4 
3 *-* arg number 
>>> "7" 
4 *-* if datatype(number,whole) 
>>> "1" 
*-* then 
*-* say number% 2 
> > > If 4" 
• 
• 
Figure 7. HALF EXEC Execution with Integer 
' . 
With the debugging on, it is easy to follow the execution of the program. Line three shows the 
' 
the variable number is assigned the value 7. That is the argument specified on the command 
line. Line four shows that the datatype function returned the value 1, which is a true value in 
REXX. Thus, the division and addition calculations are done and ,4 is returned as the answer. 
Figure 8 shows the program flow when a non-integer is used. Now the variable number is 
assigned the value 7.£. The datatype function fails and returns a 0, indicating a false condition. 
Thus, the else part of the if statement is executed and the error message is displayed. 
\ 
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half 7.2 
3 *-* arg number 
> > > "7.2" / 
4 *-* if datatype(number,whole) 
> > > "O" 
5 *-* else 
*-* say number "is not an integei:" 
> > > "7 .2 is not an in.teger" 
7 .2 is not an integer 
Figure 8. HALF EXEC Execution with Real Number 
J 
• 
The ease with which a REXX program can be debugged and traced was an overriding factor 
in both chosing REXX as the implementation language and in completing the project in a timely 
manner. There is even a further level of debugging that shows all intermediate results during 
0 
eyaluation of expressions. However, the trace ,. command was sufficient for most situations. 
Even though the REXX programs are interpreted every time they are executed, this has not 
been a serious problem. Most users have not been aware of any slowness in the command 
executions . 
In summary, the decision to choose REXX was the correct one. The code was easy to 
develop, ancttest, and it is easy to maintain. The UNIX-like commands execute reasonably fast. 
The following chapter gives a brief overview of the UNIX-like commands that were,. 
implemented. 
. 
-
' 
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Chapter Six 
UNIX-LIKE COMMANDS OVERVIEW 
• 
This chapter briefly describes the implemented commands and supporting subroutines.t 
Figure 9 displays the commands and subroutines, a brief description of each, and the number of 
lines of source code (including comments). 
Command/Routine Lines Description 
ACCFSF Routine 230 Accesses a FSF minidisk at an available filemode 
ACCI01 Routine 63 Accesses the 191 minidisk at an available filemode 
CD Command 174 Makes the specified minidisk the default minidisk 
CPY Command 131 Copies files from the default minidisk to a FSF minidisk or the 191 minidisk 
DSKMTCH Routine 178 Creates a temporary file containing list of FSF minidisks that match a string 
EXT Command 88 Extends the expiration date for a FSF minidisk 
GETCUU Routine 37 Returns an available virtual address and filemode 
GETNAME Routine 49 Determines name of FSF mini disk 
LS Command 376 List files on FSF minidisks and 191 minidisk 
' 
MKDIR Command 199 Creates FSF minidisk 
< 
.MKDIR. Menu 168 Full screen template for MKDIR command 
MKTBLFSF Routine 123 Used by DSKMTCH routine to create summary file of FSF minidisks 
. 
MV Command 153 Moves files among minidisks 
MVDIR Command 152 Alters characteristics of FSF minidisks 
PWD Command 155 Displays name of default disk and information a.bout FSF mini disks 
RMDIR Command 129 Deletes FSF minidisks ' 
RMF Command 170 Deletes files on 191 minidisk and FSF minidisks 
Total lines 2575 
•igure 9. UNIX-like Command/Routine Summary 
The complete source for these commands and routines can be obtained from Professor Samuel 
Gulden. In the remainder of this chapter, each of these commands and routines will be 
t REXX supports two types or subroutines: internal and external. Internal subroutii:ies a.re located in the same source 
file a.s the command itself. External subroutines, ea.ch in their own unique file, contain code that is cornmon to 
several commands. The subroutines described in this chapter a.re external subroutines. 
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examined at a high-level by using pseudo-code. 
Many of the potential users of these commands were familiar with the concept of a ~ome 
, . 
disk or directory, which is the disk available on initial logon. To help these users adjust to the 
, 
new commands, the 191 minidisk is ref erred to as the HOME minidisk. All commands allow this 
name and when it is encountered, the code actually manipulates the 191 minidisk. 
In order to understand how the commands work, the low-level subroutines must be discussed 
first. Figure 10 shows the algorithm for the ACC191 subroutine. 
ACC191 subroutine 
input: access mode 
outputs: filemode 
{ 
} 
extension_ flag 
if (191 minidisk already accessed) 
{ 
} 
if (191 in R/0 mode) extension_flag = 1; 
if (191 in R/0 mode & access mode = WRITE) 
access 191 minidisk as R/W at current filemode; 
return( current filemode,extension _flag); 
else 
{ 
} 
search through accessed disks alphabetically until 
a free filemode is found; 
access 191 minidisk at free filemode; 
if (error during access) return(l) 
else return(free filemode,O); 
Figure 10. ACC191 Subroutine Algorithm 
The ACC191 routine is used to access the 191 minidisk. If the 191 minidisk is already accessed 
at a filemode, then a check is performed for the mode of the minidisk. Minidisks can be accessed 
in read-only mode and read-write mode. A minidisk is changed to read-only mode if it is an 
extension. Suppose the 191 minidisk is at filemode a. Then the command: 
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access 192 c/a 
J 
causes the 192 minidisk to be an extension of the 191 a minidisk. The 192 minidisk is 
automatically accessed in read-only mode because it is an extension. When any CMS commands 
are issued for the a filemode, then internally CMS will ·also search the c minidisk for files 
because it is an extension of the a filemode. 
The ACC191 routine is used frequently by the UNIX-like commands. Most users keep 
certain EXECs and important files on their 191 minidisk. Thus, the goal of all th~ UNIX-like 
commands was to always make sure the 191 minidisk was accessed somewhere. That way, users 
could always find the needed files on the 191 minidisk. So, even if a user would execute a cd 
command for a FSF disk, which accesses the FSF minidisk at the a filemode, then the 191 
minidisk would be also accessed by the cd command calling the ACC191 subroutine. 
If the 191 minidisk is in read-only mode, and the request is for write mode, then the minidisk 
is accessed in read/write mode. This filemode is returned to the caller. 
If the 191 minidisk is not in the search order, then the first unused filemode (alphabetically · 
ordered) that is not used becomes the filemode for the 191 minidisk. This filemode is then 
returned to the caller. 
The GETNAME subroutine, shown in Figure 11, is used to read the $NAME$ $FSF$ file 
~ 
on the specified filemode. Each FSF disk that is borrowed with the mkdir command creates a 
.. 
special file on the FSF disk called $NAME$ $FSF$. This file contains one line that has the 
format: 
user Id .dlskna me 
So if user john issues a mkdir command for disk project, then the $NAME$ $FSF$ file that is 
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GETNAME subroutine 
input: filemode 
outputs: FSF disk name 
{ 
1 if error 
if ($NAME$ $FSF$ file not on filemode) 
{ 
prompt user for the name of the FSF 9isk; 
if ( user does not know) return( 1) ., · . 
else 
{ 
create $NMJE$ $FSF$ file on filemode; 
return( diskname ); 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
read $NAME$ $FSF$ file on filemode minidisk; 
return( diskname ); 
} 
} 
Figure 11. GETNMJE Subroutine Algorithm 
created contains the line: • 
john.project 
. This name is generally referred to as the diskname. 
• 
The GETNAME routine returns this diskname to the caller. However, a user could 
inadvertently erase this file. When this happens, then the first time GETNAME is called, it 
prompts the user for the name of the disk. If the user replies, then a new $NAME$ $FSF$ file is 
created and the diskname is returned to the caller. If the user does not know the name of the· 
FSF disk, and does not reply, then a 1 is returned to the caller. If the $NAME$ $FSF$ file 
exists, then the diskname is returned. 
. 
Figure 12 shows the algorithm, GETCUU, used to find a free filemode and virtual address 
in the virtual machine. This routine first tries to find a filemode letter that is not in use. This 
, 
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GETCUU subroutine 
input: none 
outputs: virtual address 
filemode 
{ 
(1 if error) 
search through alphabet for free filemode letter 
if (found a free letter) filemode = free letter; 
else return 1; 
X = 560; 
' 
increment x by 1 until x is an available virtual address 
return(x,filemode ); 
} 
Figure 12. GETCUU Subroutine Algorithm 
is done by going through the alphabet (a - z) until a letter is found that is not accessed.Hall 26 
letters are in use, GETCUU returns a 1. 
Next, GETCCU finds the first virtual address starting at ad_dress 560 that is not in use. 
GETCCU does a QUERY VIRTUAL command to determine if the address has been defined. H 
it has, it increments the address by one, and tries the QUERY command again. 
A major subroutine for accessing the FSF minidisks is the ACCFSF subroutine whose 
algorithm is shown in Figure 13. The ACCFSF subroutine will attempt to access a FSF 
minidisk at either a specified filemode or a free filemode. The input parameters for this routine 
include a userid and password. H the userid specified does not match the userid issuing the 
command, then it is assumed that the user wishes to access a FSF minidisk owned by another 
user. If so, then a password must be specified. When the FSF TDI USE command is is issued, 
the password option along with the password parameter will be given in the FSF TDI command. 
H the passwords match, FSF will allow the access to complete. This mechanism allows users to 
share FSF minidisks. The beginning of _the ACCFSF routine sets up the proper diskname 
which is userid.diskname, and the password option if needed. 
,• 
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ACCFSF subroutine 
input: diskname, filemode, userid, password, access mode 
outputs: virtual address 
{ 
} 
filemode 
(1 if error) 
diskname = userid.diskname; 
if (userid issuing command != userid parameter) set password fiag true; 
if (diskname already accessed) 
{ 
if (accessed in READ mode and WRITE mode desired) 
release and detach minidisk 
else 
{ 
virtual address = address minidisk is accessed as; 
filemode = filemode minidisk accessed at; 
} 
} 
if (filemode requested = 'A') 
{ 
if (minidisk is already accessed but at a different filemode) 
access minidisk at new mode 
else return(virtual address,A); 
if (FSF mini disk already at A file mode) release and detach FSF disk; 
call GETCUU to find free virtual address and filemode; 
issue FSF TDI USE command for A filemode; 
if (return code = 59) 
{ 
user does not own FSF minidisk with that name; 
return(l); 
} 
call ACC191 to access 191 minidisk at free filemode; 
return(virtual address,A); 
} 
if (minidisk already accessed) return(virtual address,filemode); 
call GETCUU to find free virtual address and filemode; 
issue FSF TOI USE command for A filemode; 
if (return code= 59) 
{ 
user does not own FSF minidisk with that name; 
return(l); 
} 
return( virtual address,filemode ); 
Figure 13. ACCFSF Subroutine Algorithm 
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Next, ACCFSF attempts to find the FSF minidisk in the current search order. If the 
minidisk is already accessed and it is accessed with a mode that matches the type requested, 
then the virtual address and filemode are saved. If the access mode does not match, then the 
FSF minidisk is released and detached. 
If the a filemode was specified for this call, and the FSF minidisk is already at that filemode, 
then the routine is done. If the FSF minidisk is accessed at a different filemode, then it is 
accessed at the a filemode. If a different FSF minidisk is at the a filemode, then it is released 
and detached. Then a call is issued to GETCUU to return a free virtual ..address. Finally, a 
FSF TOI USE command is issued with the diskname and virtual address specified for the a 
filemode. If it fails with a return code of 59, then a FSF minidisk does not exist with a name of 
diakname. The user receives an appropriate error message. . 
I 
If the 191 minidisk had been at the a filemode, then a call is made to ACC191 to access it at 
? 
a free filemode. 
If the filemode requested was not the a filemode, then the ACCFSF routine will access the 
FSF minidisk at an available filemode. First a check is made to see if the FSF minidisk is 
already accessed. This information was saved previously. If so, then the virtual address and 
filemode of the FSF minidisk is returned. If the FSF minidisk is not accessed, then code similar 
. to that described above is executed. 
The FSF monitor userid keeps information about the minidisk pool in a file. This file, called 
the pool atatua file, contains a record for each FSF minidisk, and some of the items in the record 
are stored in hexadecimal. The MKTBLFSF routine, shown in Figure 14, is used to retrieve 
information from this file. MKTBLFSF is called with the status flag set to active, inactive, or., 
all. Active indicates FSF minidisks in the pool that are in use, inactive indicates those that are 
available, and all indicates all minidisks in the pool. The purpose of MKTBLFSF is t~ create a 
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MKTBLFSF subroutine 
input: status 
outputs: entries_found 
{ 
} 
filemode 
(1 if error) 
if (no read/write minidisk available) return(!); 
call GETCUU to find free filemode; 
LINK and ACCESS FSF status minidisk; 
create special temp file with entries matching status specified; 
return(number of records in temp file,filemode of temp file); 
:figure 14. MKTBLFSF Subroutine Algorithm 
• 
temporary file that is a condensed version of the pool atatua file. Only records that match the 
atatua specified will be included in the temporary file. This file is used by the DSKMTCH 
subroutine shown in Figure 15. 
DSKMTCH subroutine 
input: mask 
userid 
outputs: entries in~emp file 
filemode of temp file 
temp file 
{ 
} 
(1 if error) 
call 1v1KTBLFSF with 'ACTIVE' parameter; 
find read-write minidisk and save filemode of it; 
for (each record in temp fil\created by MKTBLFSF) 
{ 
if (diskname in record matches mask) 
{' 
save record in another temp file; 
increment counter; 
} 
} 
sort temp file by diskname; 
return(number of temp file records, file mode of temp file); 
Figure 16. DSKMTCH Subroutine Algorithm 
i .. 
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The DSKMTCH routine is used to create a temporary file containing all FSF minidisks 
• 
owned by a user that pattern match a mask. For example, a mask of *xy specifies that all FSF 
minidisks that end in the string xy should be listed. 
A call is made to MKTBLFSF to create a temporacy file of all active FSF minidisks. Then 
DSKMTCH creates another temporary file that contains those records from the MKTBLFSF 
file that have a diskname that matches the mask. Then the new temporary file is sorted by 
diskname so the list is in alphabetical order. 
Now that the subroutines have been discussed, the commands that are issued by users and 
use these subroutines can be examined. The first command that is generally issued by users is 
the MKDffi {Make Directory) command, which borrows a minidisk from the FSF pool. The 
algorithm for MKDm is shown in Figure 16. The MKDm command prompts the user for 
information about the FSF minidisk that will be borrowed. The information required is: 
• Name of minidisk 
• Size of minidisk 
• Expiration date of minidisk ,. 
• Password for minidisk 
Figure 17 shows a sample execution of the MKDIR command. A minidisk with the name 
test, a size of 20 cylinders, is to be borrowed for 30 days, and the read password is rtest. For 
users who execute the command on a IBM 3270 terminal, a menu is displayed that prompts for 
the required information. This menu is the $MKDIR$ XEDIT file. For other terminals, the 
information is prompted for line by line. 
One of the prompts requires the user to select a temporary or permanent minidisk. Normally, 
the FSF monitor expires FSF minidisks automatically when the expiration date arrives. 
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MKDIR command 
input: none 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
if (3270 terminal) display menu 
else prompt for information; 
issue FSF TDISK BORROW command; 
. if (return code = 400) 
} 
{ 
issue message "disk limit exceeded"; 
return(!); 
} 
if (return code = 55) 
{ 
issue message "no disks available at specified size"; 
send mail to staff; 
return(!); 
} 
call ACCFSF routine to access FSF minidisk; 
write $NAME$ $FSF$ file on FSF minidisk; 
release and detach FSF minidisk; 
Figure 18. MKDIR Command Algorithm 
mkdir 
You may enter QUIT at any time to exit command 
Enter diskname: 
test 
Enter number of cylinders: 
20 
Enter T if this is a temporary disk or P if it is permanent: 
t 
Enter number of days to retain disk: 
30 
Enter read password for disk: 
rtest 
R; 
Figure 17. Sample MKDIR Command Execution 
However, a modification was made to the FSF monitor to allow a user to borrow a minidisk that 
was permanent, i.e. one that would never expire. A limit was set up to control the amount of 
permanent minidisk space a user could allocate. None of the other commands have any 
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dependency on this modification. 
After all the required information is collected, then the appropriate FSF TDI BORROW 
command can be executed. The BORROW command can fail for several reasons: 
' 1. The user has exceeded the system limit on the amount of minidisk space allowed per user.t 
• 
2. There are no more minidisks of the size requested. When this occurs, a mail message is 
sent to the system administrator that indicates that the pool needs more minidisks added 
to it. 
After the minidisk is successfully borrowed, it is accessed and the $NAME$ $FSF$ file is 
written on it. This file contains the name of the FSF minidisk that the user specified. This 
"magic" file is used in a number of routines; one that has been discussed is the GETNAME 
routine. 
The PWD (Print Working Directory) command displays the name of the minidisk at the a 
default filemode. PWD can also be used to display information about all the FSF minidisks 
that have been borrowed with the MKDffi command. The algorithm for PWD is shown in 
Figure 18. To display the name of the minidisk at the a filemode, the command: 
pwd 
TEST Is 5 cylinders. It contains 22 flies and Is 8% full. 
would be issued. The above message indicates the minidisk at the default filemode is the FSF 
minidisk test which has a size of 5 cylinders. 
The PWD command can also be used to display all minidisks that have a name matching a 
t This feature is a modification that was made to the FSF monitor to prevent a user from using all the minidisks in 
the pool. - · 
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PWD command 
input: diskname (option 
outputs: information about minidisk 
{ 
if ( no diskname specified) 
{ 
if (no minidisk at A filemode) display error message; return; 
if (virtual address at A filemode = 191) display "diskname = H01\1E' 
' call GETNA1v1E 'a'; 
if (FSF mini disk at A filemode) display "diskname = minidisk name"; 
else display "Default disk is not HO"ME or FSF minidisk"; return; 
display statistical information about A filemode minidisk; 
} 
else 
{ 
call DSKMTCH name; 
if (temporary file from DSKMTCH is empty) 
display message "No disks owned by that name"; return; 
for ( each record in temporary file) 
{ 
if ( record diskname = HOME) 
{ 
call ACC191 'read'; 
display information about minidisk at filemode returned; 
} 
else 
{ 
... call ACCFSF diskname; 
} 
display information about minidisk at filemode returned; 
} 
} 
} 
Figure 18. PWD Command Algorithm 
specified mask. For example, the command: 
pwd te* 
',~ \. 
TEST Is 5 cylinders. It contains 22 files and Is 8% full. 
TESTl is 25 cylinders. It contains 12 files and is 34% full. 
specifies a mask of te* which causes the PWD command to display all minidisks with a name 
beginning with te. 
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The PWD command first checks if information is required about the default a disk. If so, 
the following is done: if there are no minidisks at the a filemode, an error message is displayed; 
if there is a minidisk accessed and its virtual address is 19~, then the minidisk is identified as 
the HOME minidisk; otherwise, GETNAME is called to determine if the minidisk is a FSF 
minidisk and if so, its name is displayed, else a message is displayed indicating that an unknown 
minidisk is accessed at the default filemode. 
If a diskname was specified, then the DSKMTCH routine is called to make a temporary file 
that contains all the minidisks owned by this user that match the diskname. If the temporary 
file is empty, then a message is displayed indicating no minidisks are owned that match this 
diskname. Otherwise, for each minidisk found, a call is made to ACCFSF to access the 
minidisk so information about its size and number of files can be displayed. 
The CPY command, shown in Figure 19, is used to copy files among minidisks. The CPY 
command can copy files to another name ori the same minidisk. For example, the commanq: 
cpy profile exec . profile save 
copies the file profile exec to a file called profile save. The '.' diskname indicates that the target 
minidisk is the minidisk accessed at the a default filemode. The CPY command always assumes 
the source minidisk is the a filemode minidisk. The command: 
cpy * exec test 
copies all files with a filetype of exec to the test minidisk. 
The CPY command begins by validating some of the input parameters. It is illegal to 
specify a wildcard character (*) as output file identifiers. Also, if a diskname of '.' is specified, 
then an output file identifier must be specified. If the diskname is '. ', then a call is made to the 
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CPY command · 
input: ifnl ifn2 diskname { ofnl} { ofn2} (options 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
if (output file identifiers contain '*') display error; return; 
if (diskname = '.' and no output file identifiers are specified) 
{ 
display error message; return; 
} 
else call COPY 'a'; 
if ( diskname = HO:ME) 
{ 
call ACC191; 
if (returned filemode = 'a') 
display message "HO:ME disk already the default disk"; return; 
} 
else 
{ 
} 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
if (returned filemode = 'a') 
display message "FSF disk already the default disk"; return; 
call COPY; 
} 
COPY: 
{ 
} 
for (each file on input disk matching ifnl & ifn2) 
copy file to output disk; 
if ( diskname != '.' & != 'HO:ME') release output disk; 
return; 
'• 
Figure 19. CPY Command Algorithm 
internal subroutine COPY to copy the files. 
• 
If the diskname specified is already accessed as the a minidisk, this is an error. Otherwise, if 
' 
the diskname is HOME, a call is made to ACC191 to access the HOME minidisk. If a FSF 
minidisk is specified, then the ACCFSF routine is called to access it. Now that the 
appropriate output min'.idisk has been accessed, the COPY subroutine copies each file on the a 
minidisk that matches the input file identifiers to the output minidisk. 
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The LS (List) command, shown in Figure 20, is used to dis-play files on minidisks. 
LS command 
input: filename filetype diskname {userid} (options 
outputs: display file identifiers 
{ 
1 if error 
if ( disk name contains '* ') 
{ 
call DSKMTCH diskname; 
if ( temporary file from DSKMTCH is empty) 
display message "No disks found"; return; 
} 
else 
{ 
if ( diskname = '"') call LIST; 
if (diskname = HO'ME and userid = "") 
{ 
call ACC191; 
call LIST; 
} 
if (diskname = HO:ME and userid != "") 
{ 
} 
call GETCUU; 
LINK to userid 191 minidisk; 
call LIST; 
else 
{ 
} 
for ( each record in temporary file) 
{ 
} 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
call LIST; 
} 
LIST: 
{ 
} 
for ( each file on mini disk that matches filename & filetype) 
display filename filetype; 
release and detach minidisk; 
return; 
Figure 20. LS Command Algorithm 
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This command can be used to display files on the HOME minidisk, another user's HOME 
minidisk, or a FSF minidisk. For example, the command: 
Is test• proj* 
D1skname: PROJ1 
FILENAME FILETYPE 
TEST EXEC 
D1skname: PROJOUT 
FILENAME FILETYPE 
TEST EXEC 
TEST MODULE 
.. 
specifies that all file identifiers with a filename of test on any FSF minidisk whose name begins 
with proj should be displayed. The output listed ftles located on the PROJl and PROJOUT 
mini disks. 
If the diskname parameter contains the wildcard character (*), then DSKMTCH is called to 
make a temporary file containing a list of FSF minidisks that match di8kname. If this file is 
empty, then no minidisks match. If diskname is null, then the files on the a default minidisk are 
to be listed. If diskname is HOME and the userid option is null, then a call is made to ACCFSF 
to locate the user's HOME minidisk. If the diskname is HOME and userid is not null, then 
GETCCU is called to find an available filemode, then a CP LINK command is done to link and 
access the user's HOME minidisk. This mechanism allows a user to display files on other users 
HOME minidisks. Of course, the CP LINK command requires the user to know the read 
password for the minidisk. 
Now that the correct minidisk has been accessed, a call is made to the internal LIST 
subroutine to display each file identifier on the minidisk that matches the specified filename 
and filetype. 
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The MV (Move) command performs several functions: 
• Renames files on the same minidisk. 
• Moves files from the source minidisk to the target minidisk. 
MV command 
input: ifnl ifn2 diskname { ofnl} { ofn2} ( options 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
if (output file identifiers contain '*') display error; return; 
if (diskname = '.' and no output file identifiers are specified) 
{ 
display error message; return; 
} 
else call MOVE 'a'; 
if ( diskname = HOME) 
{ 
call ACC191; 
if (returned filemode = 'a') 
display message "HOME disk already the default disk"; return; 
} 
else 
{ 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
if (returned filemode = 'a') 
display message "FSF disk already the default disk"; return; 
call MOVE; .. 
} 
} 
MOVE: 
{ 
} 
for ( each file on input disk matching ifnl & ifn2) 
copy file to output disk; 
erase input file; 
if (diskname != '.' & != 'HOME') release output disk; 
return; 
Figure 21. MV Command Algorithm 
· The algorithm for MV, shown in Figure 21, is very similar to the one for CPY. The only 
difference is the internal subroutine MOVE (in CPY the routine is COPY) erases the input files 
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after· they have been copied to the output minidisk. 
The command shown below moves all files from the default a minidisk to the proj FSF 
minidisk: , 
mv * * proJ 
The RMF (Remove Files) command, shown in Figure 22, deletes files from minidisks. It ~an 
erase files from the default, HOME, or a FSF minidisk. 
RMF command 
input: filename filetype diskname (options 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
if ( diskname = ") call RMFILE; 
if ( diskname = HOME) 
{ 
call ACC191; 
call RMFILE; 
} 
else 
{ 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
call RMFILE; 
} 
} 
R:MFILE: 
{ 
-
for ( each file on minidisk that matches filename & filetype) 
erase file; 1 
release and detach minidisk; 
return; 
} 
Figure 22. RMF Command Algorithm 
One of the deficiencies of the VM/CMS erase command is that a filename or filetype canno~ '-
contain some characters and a wildcard character(*). For example, the command 
.. 
. . " . ' ' 
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erase * exec 
is legal, but the command 
erase ab* exec' 
is not. The RMF allows partial wildcarding as shown below. 
rmf ab* exec home 
This command specifies that all files that have a filename beginning with the string ab and a 
filetype of exec on the HOME minidisk are to be erased. 
IT the diskname is null, then RMF will erase files on the default a minidisk. If diskname is 
HOME then a call is made to ACC191 to locate the HOME minidisk. Otherwise, ACCFSF is 
' ' 
called to access the FSF minidisk named diskname. Then the internal subroutine R:MFILE is 
called to delete any files on the minidisk that match the filename/filetype specified on the 
command line. 
The RMDffi (Remove Directory) command, shown in Figure 23, returns FSF minidisks to 
the FSF minidisk pool. IT the minidisk to be returned contains files, the names of the files are 
displayed, then the user is prompted for verification that the minidisk should be returned. Once 
a minidisk is returned to FSF, the files on it are erased. Figure 24 shows an example of 
returning the, project minidisk. 
RMDffi first verifies that the diskname specified is not accessed as the default a minidisk. 
This is done by calling the ACCFSF routine which returns the filemode of the minidisk if it is 
already accessed or returns the filemode where the minidisk was accessed. 
I Next, a call is made to the internal subroutine DSKNOTEMPTY. This routine displays the 
I 
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RMDIR command 
input: diskname 
outputs: 1 if error 
• 
·,, . ,- ·. ' :. : 
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' 
.. ~.-.... - - . ----· , __ 
{ 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
if (diskname currently accessed at a filemode) 
{ 
display message "Cannot remove default disk"' 
• 
return; 
}' 
call DSKNOTEMPTY; 
if (user replied 'YES' to remove files on minidisk) 
{ 
release and detach FSF disk; 
execute FSF TDI RETURN diskname; 
} 
} 
DKSNOTEMPTY: 
{ 
} 
for ( each file on mini disk) 
display file identifier; 
prompt user if files should be removed; 
return; 
Figure 23. R:MDffi Command Algorithm 
rmdir project 
The following files currently exist on disk PROJECT: 
ADD EXEC 
CPUALL EXEC 
Remove disk PROJECT? Enter (YES/NO) 
yes 
Figure 24. Sample R:MDffi Command Execution 
-
I 
names of the files on the minidisk (if there are any). If there are files, then the user is prompted 
for verification that the minidisk can be returned. H the reply is YES, then the FSF TDISK 
RETURN command is executed. 
,.J ' 
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One of the problems with FSF minidisks is that they are fixed in size. If a user requires 
more disk space, another minidisk must be borrowed, the files copied to the new minidisk, and 
the old minidisk deleted. The MVDm (Move Directory) command, shown in Figure 25, was 
written to automate this process. 
MVDIR command 
input: diskname 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
} 
empty spool area; 
call ACCFSF diskname; 
if ( diskname currently accessed at a file mode) 
{ 
display message "Cannot change default disk"' 
return; 
} 
for ( each file on minidisk) 
copy file to temporary spool area; 
execute FSF TDISK RETURN diskname; 
loop: call MKDIR; 
call ACCFSF diskname; ·. 
if (return code from ACCFSF = 1) 
{ 
display message "Incorrect diskname for :MK.DIR command" 
goto loop: 
. 
} 
copy files from temporary spool area to FSF minidisk; 
release and detach FSF minidisk; 
return; 
Figure 25. MVDIR Command Algorithm 
• 
In a previous chapter the FSF commands were described. None of those commands can alter the 
characteristics of an existing FSF minidisk, except the EXTEND command (discussed later), 
which extends the expiration date. Thus, the MVDffi command must borrow a new minidisk 
and copy the files to it, then release the old minidisk. Shown in Figure 26 is an example of the 
project minidisk being changed from 5 cylinders to 20 cylinders. 
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mvdir project 
Please wait ... flles are being moved to the spool area ... 
. 
The MKDIR command wlll be Invoked to create the new FSF disk. 
Use the diskname PROJECT that you specified In this command. 
Hit the ENTER (return) key to continue: 
(er) 
You may enter QUIT at any time to exit command 
Enter diskname: 
project 
Enter number of cylinders: 
20 
Enter T If this Is a temporary disk or P If It Is permanent: 
t 
Enter number of days to retain disk: 
1 
Enter read password for disk: 
rrl 
Please wait .. . spool flies are being loaded to FSF disk ... 
Figure 28. Sample MVDIR Command Execution 
First, the MVDIR command empties the spool area so that files can be copied into it. Then, 
ACCFSF is called to access the diBkname minidisk. If it was already accessed at the a default 
filemode, this is an error. Then, all files on'' the minidisk are copied to the spool area. The 
minidisk is then returned to FSF by the FSF TDISK RETURN command. Next, the MKDffi 
command is executed. The user must enter the same diBkname for the minidisk in the MKDffi 
command as the one entered as an argument to the MVDm command. The MKDm command 
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allows the· user to change any characteristics of the minidisk such as size, expiration date, and 
read password. 
.. 
ACCFSF is called to access the specified minidisk. If ACCFSF returns with a return code 
of 1, this indicates that no minidisk exists with the specified diskname. In this case, this means 
the user did not use the same diskname for the MKDffi command as the one specified for the 
MVDIR command. So, the MKDIR command is executed until the disknames match. Once 
the correct minidisk name is created, the files are copied from the spool area to the new 
minidisk. 
The last command to be discussed, the EXT (Extend) command, shown in Figure 27, 
extends the expiration date for a FSF minidisk. 
EXT command 
input: diskname days 
outputs: 1 if error 
{ 
convert days to hours; 
exec:ute FSF TDISK EXT diskname hours; 
}· 
Figure 27. EXT Command Algorithm 
The EXT command issues the FSF TDISK EXTEND command for the specified diskname. 
Shown below is an example of extending the expiration date for the proiect minidisk for 30 days: 
ext project 30 
In this chapter, we have examined the pseudo-code for the UNIX-like commands and 
subroutines, together with some examples of the commands. In the next chapter, the actual 
execution of the CD command will be examined. 
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Chapter Seven 
EXEOUTION OF THE CD OOMMAND 
In this chapter, the execution of the CD (Change Directory) command will be traced. The 
CD command has the following format: 
cd dlskname 
The CD command accesses the specified minidisk as the default a minidisk. If the HOME 
minidisk is at the a filemode when the CD command is issued, it is accessed at a different 
filemode. If the minidisk at the a filemode is not the HOME minidisk, the minidisk is released 
and detached. The diskname parameter can be one of the following formats: 
Null or HOME: 
FSF diskname: 
HOME userid {password}: 
in this format, the user's 191 minidisk is 
accessed at the a filemode. 
this format specifies the user's FSF minidisk 
with the name of diskname will be accessed. 
this format specifies the 191 minidisk for the 
userid user is to be accessed. The password field 
is the read password for the minidisk. Another 
user's minidisk cannot be accessed unless the 
password is known. If the password is not 
specified on the command line, it will be 
requested. 
FSF diskname userid {password}: in this format, a FSF minidisk with the name of 
diskname owned by user userid will be accessed. 
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' The password field is described above. 
The format of the diskname parameter is is common throughout all the UNIX-like 
commands. Here are some examples of the CD command: 
cd home 
cd home Jack 
cd test bill rxyz 
The algorithm of the CD command is shown in Figure 28. 
CD command 
input: diskname 
output: 1 if error 
.. 
{ 
} 
if (FSF minidisk or another user's HOME minidisk at a filemode) 
release and detach minidisk; 
if (diskname specifies another user's HOME minidisk) 
LINK and ACCESS the user's 191 minidisk 
else if ( diskname is FSF minidisk name) 
call ACCFSF diskname 
else call ACC191; 
release all minidisks that are extensions of the a filemode 
Figure 28. CD Command Algorithm 
First, the CD command determines what minidisk is already accessed at the a filemode. If it is 
another user's HOME minidisk or an FSF minidisk, it is released and detached. If diskname 
specifies the user's HOME minidisk, then the ACC191 routine is called to access the user's 
HOME minidisk. If diskname specifies another user's HOME minidisk, then a LINK and 
ACCESS is issued for that user's 191 minidisk. If diskname indicates an FSF minidisk, then the 
ACCFSF routine is executed to access the minidisk at the a filemode. Finally, any minidisk 
that was an extension of the a filemode minidisk is released and detached. 
The complete source for CD can be obtained from Professor Samuel Gulden. In this chapter, 
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. It . 
cd test 
is shown. The tracing of the code will be broken into several steps. Figure 29 shows the code 
required to set up some internal variables. 
cd test 
29 *-* /* Parse input arguments. * / 
31 *-* arg diskname userid passwd . 
> > > "TEST" 
>>> 
>>> 
1111 
1111 
>.> 1111 
32 *-* if userid = " 
>>> "1" 
*-* then 
*-* acctype = 'WRITE' 
> > > "WRITE" 
*-* userid = '*' 
>>> "*" 
36 *-* if userid = userid() 
>>> "O" 
42 *-* /* Prompt for password if userid has been entered * / 
43 *-* /* Prompt for password if none has been given on co:qimand line * / 
45 *-* if passwd = " 
>>> "l" 
*-* then 
46 *-* if userid ... = '*' 
> > > "O" 
57 *-* else 
*·* password = '*' 
>>> "*" 
Figure 29. CD Execution - Variable Setup 
Line 31 parses the command line parameters. The variable diskname is assigned the value 
test. Variables userid and passwd are set to null. A true condition on an IF statement is 
indicated by a 1, a false condition is indicated by a 0. 
The acctype variable indicates whether a minidisk will be accessed in read-only mode or 
read-write mode. If userid is 'null, then acctype is set to write in line 32, since a user is 
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allowed to access their HOME minidisk in read-write mode. This IF statement also sets userid 
to ""'' which indicates the minidisk to be ac-cessed is owned by the user executing the command. 
Line 36 does another test on this condition. 
Lines 45-57 check the pa.sswd and use rid. parameters to determine if a minidisk password 
is required and if so, and it was not specified, then it will be requested. In the example shown, 
since the use rid parameter is fl"'', this indicates the minidisk is owned by the user, so no 
password is required. 
' 
Figure 30 shows the code that determines information about the minrdisk currently accessed 
at the a filemode. I 
60 *-* /* Get ready to put the something at filemode A, but check 
for a FSF disk 'there already. If there is, release it. * / 
63 *-* 'makebuf' 
> > > "makebur' 
64 *-* 'q disk a (stack lifo' 
> > > "q disk a ( stack lif o" 
65 *-* pull label 8 cuu . status . 
> > > flPLB191 fl 
>>> "191fl 
>.> flA" 
> > > flR/W" 
>. > fl 20 3380 4096 165 645-22 2355 3000" 
66 *-* do queued() 
>>> fllfl 
*-* pull . 
>. > "LABEL CUU M STAT CYL TYPE BLKSIZE FILES BLKS USED-(%) BLKS 
*-* end 
*-* do queued() 
67 *-* 'dropbuf' 
> > > "dropbur' 
Figure 30. CD Execution - Default Minidisk Code 
Line 63 creates a temporary buffer where the output of the Q DISK A command in line 64 is 
stored. Line 65 parses the output of the Q DISK command and assigns the following variables: 
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this field is the label assigned to the minidisk during the format command. All 
HOME minidisks contain the string fl191fl whereas all FSF minidisks have the 
string "FSF". In this example, label is assigned the value PLB191. 
this field is the virtual address of the minidisk. All minidisks accessed by the 
ACCFSF routine have a virtual address beginning at 560. In this example, the 
cuu is 191. • 
sta.tus: this field is assigned the mode of the minidisk, either "R/Ofl for read-only or 
"R/W" for read-write. In this example, status is set to" R/W'. 
Line 67 deletes the temporary area. 
Figure 31 shows the code used to access the proper minidisk. Lines 68-92 release and detach 
any minidisks at the a filemode. Next is the code to access the specified minidisk at the a 
filemode. Line 96 checks to see if the minidisk to be accessed is the HOME minidisk for the user 
which in this example is false. Line 114 checks for an access to another user's HOME minidisk, 
which is also false. The remaining option is an access of an FSF minidisk. Line 138 shows the 
call to the ACCFSF routine to do the access. ACCFSF is called with the string "TEST a* * 
WRITE", which will be interpreted by ACCFSF as the current user's TEST FSF minidisk 
' 
should be accessed at the A filemode in read-write mode, which is the desired result. Lines 139-
147 check for errors from the ACCFSF routine. A typical error is the user does not own a FSF 
minidisk called TEST. 
Figure 32 shows the code to handle any minidisks that were extensions of the a filemode. 
This code is use.cl to release and detach any minidisks that were extensions of the the default 
minidisk. Since a new minidisk has been accessed at the a filemode, then any minidisks that had 
been extensions of the previous default minidisk should be released. 
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68 •-• if substr(label,1,3) = 'FSF' 
> > > "O" 
86 •-• /* Now release the HOME disk if not current users HOME 
•; ) 
88 *-* else 
*-* do 
· 
89 *-* if cuu <= 569 & cuu >= 560 
> > > "O" 
92 *-* end 
94 *-* /* If diskname is "or 'HOME' then access the 191 disk at filemode A 
*/ 
. 96 *-* if (diskname = " I diskname = 'HOME') & userid = '*' 
• > > > "O" 
111 *-* /* If diskname is HO:tvfE and userid was specified, then do link and ac 
cess to that users HO:tvfE disk. * / 
114 *-* if diskname = 'HOME' & userid "'= '*' 
> > > "O" 
135 *-* /* Now call the ACCFSF routine to access the disk at the A mode and 
move the HO:ME disk. * / 
138 *-* call accfsf diskname 'a' userid password acctype 
> > > "TEST a* * WRITE" 
> > > "560 A O" 
139 *-* if result = 2 
> > > "O" 
147 *-* if result = 1 
> > > "O" 
Figure 31. CD Execution - Access Minidisk Code 
Lines 160-164 are similar to the code shown in Figure 30. A temporary buffer area is created 
and then a Q DISK command is done which places in the buffer area information about all the 
current minidisks accessed. For each minidisk entry in the buffer area, line 165 checks for a 
minidisk that is an extension of the a minidisk and is an FSF minidisk. In this example, no 
extensions were found. Line 168 checks for the HOME minidisk as an extension. If it was, then it 
is accessed at the same filemode, but not as an extension. In this example, this condition was 
false. 
• 
Line 163 continues looping through the. buffer area until it is empty. Line 17 4 deletes the 
buffer area, and line 175 exits the command. 
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154 *-* releaseextensions: 
156 *-* /* Now release any FSF disk that is an extension of the A disk since 
we have done a CD command. If the HOME disk was an extension, just put it 
at the regular filemode. * / 
160 *-* 'makebuf' 
> > > "makebur' 
.. 
161 *-* 'q disk (stack' 
> > > "q disk (stack''. 
162 *-* pull . 
>.> "LABEL CUU M STAT CYL TYPE BLKSIZE FILES BLKS USED-(%). 
163 *-* d<;> queued() 
> > > "7" 
164 *-* pull label 8 cuu filemode . 
> > > "FSF596 " 
> > > "560" 
>>> "A" 
>. > " R/W 20 3380 4096 1 7-00 2993 30 
165 *-* if substr{filemode,2,2) = '/A'&, (substr(label,1,3) = 'FSF' I (cuu >= 560 & cuu <= 569)) 
> > > "O" 
168 *-* if substr(filemode,2,2) = '/ A' & cuu = '191' 
> > > "O" 
173 *-* end 
163 *-* do queued() 
174 *-* 'dropbuf' 
> > > "dropbur· 
175 *-* exit 
Figure 32. CD Execution - Extension Code 
In this chapter, a sample execution of a UNIX-like command has been examined. This 
example shows the basic philosophy of the commands in general: use available tools to perform . 
as many tasks as possible. In this example, standard CMS commands such as Q · DISK and 
MAKEBUF were used. REXX: functions such as USERID were used wherever possible. Code 
that was common to many commands was incorporated into its own source file, eg. ACCFSF. 
In the final chapter, the reaction of the user community to these commands will be 
examined. 
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Chapter Eight 
CONCLUSION 
,, 
After the UNIX-like commands were completed, they were released to a group of "friendly" 
users who thoroughly debugged them. Then the commands were released to the entire user 
community. Here are some comments from users on how the UNIX-like commands have affected 
their work habits: 
• "It~ great. Saves time. Friendlier. 11 
• "Works perfectly. I use it all the time. Very difficult to work on IBM without it. 11 
• "I feel as though deep knowledge of the IBM commands is not necessary any more. I don't 
need to read through reams of IBM manuals. Great time-saver. 11 
' 
The commands have also had a positive effect on the system administrators. Classes that are 
taught can now skip over many of the difficult VM/CMS concepts such as link and access and 
instead teach the new UNIX-like commands. Most of the users on the system have a background 
in an operating system like UNIX or VAX/VMS and the concept of directories is familiar to 
them. 
Another time-saver for system administrators has been the fact that users can control their 
own disk usage. Administrators no longer need to change the user's HOME minidisk whenever it 
needs to be enlarged. Instead, a user can now just issue the :MKDIR command and borrow 
minidisks. Users are now longer dependent on an administrator in order to manage their disk 
usage. The only requirement for system administrators is to monitor the FSF disk pool. t 
t The FREEDIR command was written as an auxiliary command to display the number of minidisks available in each 
size. This command is used by administrators to monitor the pool, and by the users so they know what size can be 
specified with the MKDIR command. 
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The commands described in this paper are the basic commands users need. In the future, 
commands such as CAT (type the contents or files), and GREP (search for strings in files) would 
be a useful extension of the commands already implemented. 
• 
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Thesis Title: A UNIX-Like File System for VM/CMS 
Author: Paul Bidwell 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis describ.es .a set of commands that provide users of the VM/CMS operating system 
the ability to easily organize their disk files. Although native VM/CMS commands provide basic 
file manipulation capabilities, they are archaic and difficult to use by today's standards. 
This thesis describes the VM file system and its deficiencies. A possible solution to these 
deficiencies is described and then implemented in a high-level language. This implementation 
consists of a set of commands that resemble in functionality their UNIXt namesakes. One of 
these commands is then examined in detail. The reaction of the user community to these 
commands is then described. 
t UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories 
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